DH SERIES TOOLS
For use with 5/16" IC and 3/8" IC cables
DH-7 Drop head adapter
DH-10 General purpose tool
DH-11 Drill point tool
DH-12 Finishing/Grease tool
DH-10-S Short general purpose tool

DN SERIES TOOLS
For use with 1/2" I.C. cables and 5DN sectional cable
DN-9 Drop head adapter
DN-10 General purpose tool
DN-11 Drill point tool
DN-12 Finishing/Grease tool
DN-13 Retriever tool
DN-14 Drill for 2"-3" lines
DN-15 Clean up tool for 2" lines
DN-16 Clean up tool for 3" lines

FITTINGS FOR ELECTRIC EEL
1/2", 5/8", 3/4" CABLES
DN-25 Front fitting (female) 1/2" cable
DN-26 Rear fitting 1/2" (male) cable
SJ-31 Front (male) fitting 5/8" cable
SJ-32 Rear (female) fitting 5/8" cable
SP-31 Front (male) fitting 3/4" cable
SP-32 Rear (female) fitting 3/4" cable
SP-30 Tool adapter for 5/8" and 3/4" cable

SPECIAL ADAPTERS
NOTE: For use with OTHER brands of drain cleaning equipment
SP-38 Adapts Electric Eel SP-30 tool adapter to Spartan* 5/8" or 3/4" Cable
SP-39 Adapts Spartan* lead cable to Electric Eel SP-31 male fitting
SP-42 Adapts Electric Eel dual tools to General Wire Spring* 3/4" cable
SP-43 Adapts Electric Eel dual tools to Spartan* 5/8" and 3/4" cable
SP-44 Adapts Electric Eel dual tools to Ridgid* 1 1/4" sectional cable
SP-48 Adapts General Wire Spring* tools to SP-31 male fitting
SP-49 Adapts Spartan* tools to SP-31 male fitting

CABLE FITTINGS
The following General Wire Spring* fittings can be adapted to Electric Eel Cables:
G121 1/2" Male fitting
G122 1/2" Female fitting
G581 5/8" Male fitting
G582 5/8" Female fitting
G341 3/4" Male fitting
G342 3/4" Female fitting

CABLES FOR EVERY NEED
- 5 ft. Dualmatic Cables (Model N Only)
- Self-feed Dual Cables for 3"-10" lines available in regular, heavy-duty and municipal
- J Cable SJ (7/8" x 6 ft.) Dual Cable for use in 2"-3" lines (Model C Only)
- Tri-Max 3/4" or 5/8" cable with slot or keyhole end fittings to fit most drain cleaning machines
- 1/2" Aircraft Wire Reinforced Cables with front & rear fittings (available in No Core)
- Aircraft Wire Reinforced Cables (5/16" and 3/8") for use with Drop Head series tools
- Expanded End Aircraft Wire Reinforced Cables with bulb end & no rear fittings (5/16", 3/8")
- Expanded End Cables to negotiate pipe traps & drain cross bars (1/4", 5/16", 3/8")

*Spartan, Ridgid, General Wire Spring are trademarked names.